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Abstract 
We consider the process obtained as solution of the Allen-Cahn equation perturbed by white 
noise with initial condition an instanton. (That is, the stationary solution of the Allen-Cahn 
equation which interpolates between the two constant stationary solutions.) We show that, as 
the intensity of the noise goes to zero, the process remains close to the initial instanton for times 
that go to infinity conveniently. At the scale we consider, one sees an infinitesimal shift of the 
instanton, given by a Brownian motion. 
Key words: Stochastic partial differential equations; Stability of interfaces 
0. Introduction 
We consider, for each small positive E, the process uE(x, t), solution of the stochastic 
partial differential equation 
W(x, 4 = :Lw, t) - V[UE(X, t)] + &““p(x)cr(x, t), x E R, t 2 0) 
WG 0) = $0(x) 7 (0.1) 
where V’(U) is the derivative of the double well polynomial V(u) = $u” - iu2, 
a(x, t) is a space-time white noise and p(x) is a bounded function in 
L2( 1w, x2 dx). 
The existence and uniqueness of solution of (0.1) in the case of bounded initial 
condition is a consequence of the results of Diiring (1987). 
If we put E = 0 in the equation in (O.l), we have a deterministic equation of reaction 
diffusion type, referred to in the literature as Allen-Cahn equation. Since the poly- 
nomial V attains its minimum at f 1, the constant functions f 1 are stationary for 
this equation. We shall take as initial condition &, the stationary solution of the 
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Allen-Cahn equation which interpolates between - 1 and + 1, and is centered. 
Precisely, & satisfies 
:+a(4 = ~(&(x)), (0.2a) 
lim &(x) = rt 1, 
x-*cc 
(0.2b) 
dk4J) = 0. (0.2c) 
It is easy to see that &(x) = tanh(x). We shall call instanton any function satisfying 
(0.2a) and (0.2b), that is, of the form &(x + a) for some a E R. The stability of this 
family for the Allen-Cahn equation has been studied by Fife and McLeod (1977), 
where convergence to some instanton is proved, as t + 00, when the initial datum u,, 
is a continuous function satisfying luOl I 1, lim supI+ _ m u,,(x) < 0 and 
lim inf,, + oD no(x) > 0. 
We are concerned with the stability of &,, when we consider (0.1) as E + 0, and the 
time t + cc together with E. We prove that, for E small, 
U&(X, t&s?) = &(x + .so - yJi2 IV(t)) + r&(x, t) . 
Here, y < :, IV(t) is a Brownian motion and r” is of smaller order than ~(i-~)‘~. (A 
precise statement is given in Theorem 3.2.) That is, L: ) to times of the order of smY, one 
still observes &,, only infinitesimally shifted by a Brownian motion. One would like to 
put y = 1 in the previous statement, to get the right scale for the shift. We believe that 
the corresponding result is true, but we are not able to prove this at this moment. 
The Allen-Cahn equation describes (in first approximation) the evolution of the 
magnetization profile for a spin model with stochastic dynamics known as Glauber 
Kawasaki, after certain scalings. (See De Masi et al. (1986).) In that way, (0.1) is related 
with spin models, the noise playing the role of the fluctuations (which have been 
studied in De Masi et al. (1986) and are not a white noise). In that context, k 1 
represent the stable phases. The phenomena of phase separation and evolution of 
interfaces is being studied presently, in this and other spin models. (See for instance 
Bonaventura (1992) and De Masi et al. (1993), (1992a) and (1993).) In the particular 
model studied in De Masi et al. (1992), the instanton describes the interface between 
the - 1 and + 1 phases. Understanding then the behaviour of the instanton under the 
dynamics we consider could help giving some insight into the phenomena that occur 
for the spin systems. 
1. General overview 
As mentioned in the introduction, Doring (1987) treated the problem of giving 
a precise meaning to (0.1). It is a consequence of his results that equation (0.1) has 
a continuous solution u’, which is, with probability one, in every Lp(cp(x, t) dx dt), with 
cp(x, t) a convenient weight (for instance, 9(x, t) = (1 + t)-2(l + [xl))” works). He, as 
well as Faris and Jona-Lasinio (1982), considered the integral equation equivalent to 
(0.1) that involves the integral operator (a, - ~~XX)-l. Since we are interested in 
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studying the stability of &, which is stationary for the deterministic evolution, it is 
convenient to write the equation expanded about &, and to consider the integral 
operator given by the inverse of the resulting linear part T: 
T= ;a,, - I"'(&,). 
Define g to be the operator that solves the initial value problem for 8,~ = Tu, and 
G the operator that solves the corresponding inhomogeneous equation 8,~ = Tu + F, 
with zero initial condition. Eq. (0.1) is then equivalent to 
U&(X, t) = qbo(x) - G Vfff(~o)tuc -zoJ2 + v”“(~o)tuE -z’)‘]+ $‘2G(p-4. 
(1.1) 
(Recall that G[&I/“(&J - I”(&)] + g&, = &, since 4; = I”(&,).) 
It is known that g and G are integral operators, given by 
Pi+, r) = 
s 
+W 
&y;t)cp(y)dy, 
-m 
f 
GF(x,t) = 
SI 
im 
g(x,y;t-s)F(y,s)dyds. 
0 -m 
The Feynman-Kac formula provides an expression for the kernel g in terms of the 
conditional expectation of a Brownian motion B(s) with B(0) = x: 
i (1 
f 
g(x,y;t) = E” exp - V”[@,(S(s))])ds 1 B(t) = y}e-(x-Y’z~2’(2n~)-L’i. (1.2) 
0 
We shall recur many times to this formula, to obtain estimates for small times, since it 
yields (recall that, from the definition of V and $o, 1 V”(4,)l I 2), 
g(x, y; t) < e2re-(x-y)2i2r(2~t)-1’2, (1.3) 
Another formula for g will be useful when studying long time behaviour of 
solutions. It is obtained by putting g = C#&V (recall that $& # 0), and writing down the 
equation for v. We then get that 
a,v = ;axxv + (&/&)a,v. (1.4) 
But the operator on the right hand side above is the infinitesimal generator of 
a diffusion t(t), with drift $E/&,. A direct calculation shows that &‘/& = - 2~$,, 
which is a smooth bounded function. It is known (see for instance Gihman and 
Skorohod (1972) that then there exists a regular densityffor t(t) with r(O) = x, that is, 
p{5(r) l dylS(O) =x> =:fky;t)dy. (1.5) 
We shall write t”(t) when we need to emphasize the initial point. The density f is 
a fundamental solution for (1.4), so, we obtain 
&J(x) 
$7(x, Yi 4 = mm Yi 0. (1.6) 
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Next, observe that, from the shape of the drift (attracting to the origin), the existence 
of an invariant measure v for < follows. Moreover, it is easily seen to be given by 
v(dx) = ;&x)dx. (1.7) 
The last term on the right hand side of (l.l), G(,ucc), is at first sight, only a random 
Gaussian distribution. We shall see as a consequence of the results of the following 
section that in fact, its realizations can be taken in the space of continuous Lp 
functions. These, and other properties, will be deduced by analyzing the covariance 
T(x, t, x’, t’) = E{ G~cx(x, t)Gp~(x’, t’)}. From the definition of white noise (see for 
instance Walsh (1984)), and the form of the operators, we have 
fhf’ +m 
T(x, t, x’, t’) = 
s s 
g(x>y;t - s)g(x’,y;t’ - s)p2(y)dyds. 
0 -cc 
Now, take, in (1.1) t& -y instead of t, with y > 0, and write the operator G in its 
integral form. After a change of variables we obtain 
uyx, CY) = f#lo(x) - E-y v,,r(~o)(u - 4oj2 + v”“(so)(u - 4o13 
2 6 1 
(y,ss~~)xg(x,y,(t - s)s-Y)dyds + ~i’~G(~a)(x,t~C~). (1.8) 
A direct computation of covariances shows that E “‘G(P~c)(x, KY) has the same law of 
sC1 -Y)i2ZE(~, t), where 
f 
1s 
+02 
Z&(X, t) = dx,y;(t - s)&-Y)Cl(y,s)~(y)dyds. (1.9) 
0 -cc 
We shall prove in Section 2 that Z&(x, t) converges, as E goes to zero, to #b(x) IV(t), 
where 
f 
W(t) = 
ss 
+‘=3 
0 -cc 
q~b(y)~(y)cc(y,s)dyds. (1.10) 
It follows easily from computation of covariances again, that the Gaussian process 
W(t) has the law of a Brownian motion, with E[ W(t)]’ = t&f_‘: &‘(y)$(y)dy. 
In Section 3 we prove that the expansion 
zP(X,t&CY) = C$o(x) + &(i-y)‘2&(X)W(t) + 0(&(‘_‘)‘2), (1.11) 
holds, where W(t) is a Brownian motion given by (1.10). 
2. The Gaussian process 
We analyse in this section the behaviour of the family of Gaussian process Z” 
defined in (1.9). (Recall that p is a bounded function that belongs to L2(R, x2 dx)). 
First, we show that, for each fixed positive E, the realizations of Z” are functions in 
some Lp spaces (a.s.). Then, we investigate the asymptotic behaviour of Z”, as E goes to 
zero. Most of the results are based on careful estimates related to ergodic theorems for 
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the process c”(t), whose density was defined in (1.5). The required estimates are proved 
in the Appendix. 
Define 
rE(X) t, x’, t’) = E {.r(X, t).r(x’, t’,} . (2.1) 
From (1.9), we have 
fht’ +m 
r&(X, t, x’, t’) = 
s s 
g(x,y;(t - s)c-Y)g(x’,y;(t’ - s)E-Y)$(y)dyds. (2.2) 
0 -cc 
Now, we prove that E{Z”(x, t)} 2 is a bounded and integrable function.‘ More 
precisely, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. For any given positive T and p 2 1, 
(i) sup{EIZ”(x,t)lP; x E R, t I T, E 5 1) < 00, 
T 
ss 
+a0 
(ii) suPE 5 1 EIZ”(x,t)lPdxdt < co. 
0 -co 
Proof. Since Z” is Gaussian, it is enough to prove (i) and (ii) for p = 2. 
After a change of variables in (2.2), we can write 
1 
ss 
+U3 
E(Z”(x, Q}’ = &y $(x,Y;s)~‘(Y)dYds 
0 -m 
t&-l tm 
+ Ev 
s s 
g2(x,y;sb2(y)dyds. 
1 -a, 
Let us call Z”,(x) the first term in the above sum, and 14(x, t) the second one, Now, 
using (1.3) it is easy to check that 1; (x) is uniformly bounded in x E R and E < 1. 
Integrability with respect to x also follows. To estimate Z;(x, t), observe that, from 
representation (1.2) for g, one sees that it is symmetric in x,y, so 
g2(x,y;s) = g(%Y;s)g(Y,x;s) =f(x,y;s)f(y,x;s), by (1.6). Then, by the 
Chapman-Kolmogorov identity (Theorem 1.8-3 of Gihman and Skorohod (1972)), 
I&_” +m 
z;(X, t) = Ey 
5 s 
g2(x,y;0p2(Y)dYds 
1 -m 
tc-7 +m 
s ~YllP211m s s AX, Y; MY, x; 4 dy ds 1 _m 
s te-’ = EY /I P2 11 a) f(x, x; 2s) ds 1 
f&_’ 
= EY II p2 II a, 
s 
g(x, x; 2s) ds 2 K I( p2 II ,t . 
1 
The last inequality is a consequence of Lemma A.9, for certain positive constant K. 
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In order to estimate the integral of Zi(x, t), interchange the order of integration and 
proceed as above, obtaining 
-CC 
G(x,t)dxdt = Sb&~~~~‘-‘S’,SI_f(x,y;s)l(y,x:s)u2(~)dxdy dsdt 
T t&-y +a, 
= &Y ss s g(y,~;2s)~~(y)dydsdt. 0 1 -a, 
Again from Lemma A.9, and from the integrability of p2 this last integral is finite, so 
we are done. 0 
Now, since Es$s’z IZ&(x, t)lPdx dt is finite, the random variable 
stj+z IZ”(x,t)lPdxdt is finite with probability one. We have then the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 2.2. For any positive given T, the paths of the process Z” are (a.s.) functions in 
L”(R x [0, T]). 
The continuity of the paths of 2” will be a consequence of the next result. In fact 
since Z&(x, t) = eYi2 G( pa)(x, t&C’), as discussed after (1.8), it would be enough to prove 
path continuity for some fixed E. We obtain estimates of the incremental variance, 
which are uniform in E (for E I l), for they will be useful later to study the behaviour of 
Z” as E goes to zero. 
Theorem 2.3. There exists a positive constant K (that may depend on x and t) such that, 
for any h I 1, 
supE{Z”(x + h, t + h) - Ze(x, t)>’ I Kh1’2 
ES1 
Proof. We shall use co, cl, c2, . . . to denote positive constants independent of E, h I 1. 
Consider first the t variable. From (2.2), one easily obtains 
h ss +oO E{Z"(x, t + h) - Z&(x, t)}’ = g2(x,y,se-%‘(y)dyds 0 -m f ss +CC + Cgb,y,(s + 4-7 0 -m 
- g(x,y,s&-Y)12~2(y)dydS. (2.3) 
Call I1 the first integral on the right hand side of (2.3), and Z2 the second one. 
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To estimate Ii, consider two cases: h I sv, or h > ?. If h I E”, (1.3) yields 
315 
+30 
II <co 
,-(x-y)2/s&-’ 
-m 2rrS&Yv 
p2(y)dyds I co IIF’ llm = c1&V’2h1’2. (2.4) 
If h > cy, 
h ss +‘X g2(x,y,s~-v)~2(y)dyds + g2(x,y,S&-v)~2(y)dydS E’ -cc 
I cl.9 + c2h I c3h, 
where the first integral was estimated as in (2.4), and for the second one we used 
Lemma A.9. We have shown then that 
I, I c4h1’2. (2.5) 
Let us see now Z2, the second integral in (2.3). Changing variables, we have 
fa-Y + m 
12 = Ev 
s s 
Cg(x,y,s + hE-Y) -g9(x,y,412p2dyds. 
0 -03 
We are going to distinguish two cases: hE -v is “small”, and we can use the estimates of 
la,gl provided by Lemma A.6, or hsmY is “big”, and then g(x, y, s + he-Y) is close to 
$&(x)&,(y), and Proposition A.4 will be helpful. Precisely, if h1/2E-Y > 1, Proposition 
A.4 yields 
1E-7 +m 
12 I2EY 
s s 0 -m 
Cg(x,y>s + he-‘) - ~~b(x)~b(y)12rZ(y)dyds 
tE-’ +m 
+ 2&Y s s 0 -00 Cg(x,y,s) - ~~~(x)~b(y)12,12(y)dyds 
5 CSEv < c,h"2. (2.6) 
In case h1/2&-v I 1, decompose I2 as 
and 
1 
1s 
+oO 
1, = EY Cg(x,y;s + hE-Y) -s(~,Y;~I~P~(Y)~Y~~ 
0 -cc 
fEC’ +m 
+ EV s s Cg(x,y;s + hE-Y) -dx,y;s)12p2dydS, 1 -Co 
recall that by (1.2), 
.a y; t) = 
,-wYP/2t 
&ct 
wGy;t) =: q(x,y;t)k(x,y;0. 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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Then, 
1 
1s 
+ m 
EY Cg(x,y;s + kc-‘) -dx,~;~)l*~~(y)dyds 
0 
~~ 
1 
I 2&Y SI 
+a 
cp2(x,y;s + ks-‘)[k(x,y;s + he-‘) - k(x,y;s)12p2(y)dyds 
0 ma 
1 
+ 2EY 
ss 
+cc. 
k2(x,y;s)Cdx,y;s + he-‘) - q(x,y;s)12p2(y)dyds 
0 m?) 
1 
I 2eYk2sm2YIlp211E sup l&k(x,y;s)12 +m’p2(x,y;s + ksPy)dyds 
X,YER IS 0 -a, 
ss2 
1 ss + 3c + 2~yll~2/lm SUP Ik2(x,y;s)l [q(x,y;s + k&c’) - cp(x,y;s)12dyds X, yeR 0 -m 
SSl 
I k2c6(lp2j/x + ~,~~I~p~ll~(k~-~)~'~ i c,k1'2, (2.9) 
where we have estimated la,kl with the aid of Lemma A.6, we have used (1.3) to 
estimate 
SUP Ik2kY,41 
X,YSR 
SSl 
and for the integrals, 
1 ss i-CC cp2(x,y;s + kCy)dyds I ~ 51 0 -co 
in the case under consideration, and 
1 
ss 
+CC 
[q+,y;s + kcY) - q(x,y,s)]‘dyds 5 c9(kE-y)1’2, 
0 mm 
which can be seen by explicit calculation. 
Finally, consider the second integral in (2.7). Since g is bounded in the region under 
consideration. we have 
fC’ +cc 
&Y s s C&,y;s + he-? -dx,y;412~z(y)dyds 1 -a, 
ts-’ +m 
I clokE-YEY s s sup 14g(x>y,s)Ip2(y)dyds 1 -cc lcslfe-’ 
rc- fm 
I cl1 k”‘$ s s (x2 + y2 + 1 + 1x1 + lyl)p2(y)dyds 1 -m 
I cl,k"2t(c12x2 + clj), (2.10) 
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where we have used Corollary A.7 to estimate la,gl, and Lemma A.9 and the 
properties of p for the last inequality. 
Inequality (2.10), together with (2.9) show that the last integral in (2.3), I,, is 
bounded in any case by ch ‘I2 Since, by (2.5), the same is true for Ii, the first integral on . 
the right hand side of (2.3), we have finished with the t variable. 
Let us turn now to the x variable. From (2.2), we can write, for any x E R, t > 0 
IEC’ +m 
E{Z’(x + h, t) - Z’(x, t)}” = EY 
s s 
Cdx + h,.xs) -&,~;~)l*~*dyds 
0 -co 
1 ss +CC s II P2 II mEY [g(x + h,y;s) - g(x,y;s)]*dyds 0 _oo 
*EC’ s s +CC + II P2 II f& Cs(x + k y; 4 1 -00 
- g(x,y;s)l*p*dyds. (2.11) 
Call Ji the first term of the right hand side of (2.1 l), and J2 the second one. Using 
the notation introduced in (2.8), we have 
1 
JI = II p2 II mcY 
ss 
+m {k(x,y;s)Cdx + ky;s) - cpk~;s)l 
0 -cc 
+ cp(x + h,y,W+ + ky;s) - k(x,~;s)l}*dyds 
1 ss +CC s ll/alm~YC14 Cdx + ky;s) - dx,y;s)l*dyds 0 _m 
+4 
+ Eycd2 /1~*llm cp*(x + ky;s)dyds, 
-Co 
(2.12) 
where we have used the Mean Value Theorem and Lemma A.6 (iii) to estimate the 
part of the integral corresponding to the increment of k, and (1.3) to bound k in the 
region. Now, we know that the last integral in (2.12) is bounded by a constant 
independent of x and h, so, it remains to estimate the first integral on the right hand 
side of (2.12). But, after a direct calculation, 
1 
IS 
+CC 
Cdx + ky;s) - dx,y;412dyds 
0 -cc 
= s :&(I -e-h2/2s)ds < [I&(g)Rds, 
for any /I I 1. Taking /3 < i, we can make 
J, I cl@, 
fora< 1. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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Let us consider now J2, the last term in (2.11). From the relationship (1.6) between 
g and the density& we write 
=: 52 = 52.1 + 52.2. (2.15) 
We shall show how to estimate J2, i. Only obvious modifications are required to 
treat J2,2. Now, it can be written as 
fF_’ +a 
J 2.1 = IlP21/cc~y 
s s 
f(y,x + h;s)Cf(x + h,y;s) -f(x,.~;4ldyds 
1 -cc 
lc-’ +n 
+ /HP2 llccEP s s _ 3. BY, x + k 4./-(x, y; 4 ‘b(x4;c;)+h;‘(X) 1 dy ds 1 
(2.16) 
By the Chapman-Kolmogorov identity (as in the proof of Proposition 2.1), and by 
(1.6) 
ts fee 
&Y s s _ icj BY, x + k s)f(x, Y; 4 “(xb;t;)+h;b(x) 1 dy ds 1 
= 4b(x + h, - 4b(x) $ L’:m’g(x,x + hJs)& 5 cl,th. 
4x4 IS 1 (2.17) 
The final inequality follows from Lemma A.9 and the fact &(x) = (chx))“. 
It remains to consider the first term on the right hand side of (2.16). With the aid of 
the Chapman-Kolmogorov identity (as in (A.6)), we have 
IE_’ +oc 
EY 
s s 
f(y,x + h;s)Cf(x + h,y;s) -f(x,~;4l~~(~)dyds 
1 -cc 
lE’ +m 
=Eys s 
f(y,x + h;l)Cf(x + h,y;2s - 1) -f(x,y;2s - l)l$(y)dyds 
1 -cc 
(2.18) 
As shown in (A.9),f(y, x + h; 1) is bounded as a function of y, uniformly in x + h. 
Then, from Lemma A.3, it follows that (2.18) is bounded by sYcl,h, what, by the 
discussion after (2.15) yields, together with (2.16), that 
52 I c18h. (2.19) 
Then from (2.14) and (2.19), we have shown that, for c( I 1, 
E{Z’(x + h, t) - Z&(x, t)}’ _ < c19tha, which concludes the proof of the theorem. 0 
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Let us now derive some consequences of the previous result. Since Z” is Gaussian, 
Theorem 2.3 implies that, for each fixed E > 0 and K > 0, there exists a positive 
constant C such that 
E {Z&(x + h, t + h) - Z&(X, t)}‘O 5 Ch2 + 1’2 ) (2.20) 
for any pair (x,t) such that 1x1 + JtJ I K. This, in turn, gives (by Kolmogorov’s 
Theorem) that Z&(x, t) can be constructed in the space of continuous functions of (x, t), 
C(R x [0, cc )). We have then proved the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.4. For each E > 0, the process Z” has continuous paths a.s. . 
In C(lX x [O, co)), we consider the metric given by 
p(wl,w2)= f L max Clwl(x,O- w2(x,t)I A 11, 
n=l 2” VVlxl)5n 
(2.21) 
and the family of measures P” * P(Z’)-’ induced by Z”. By Proposition 2.1(i), and 
Theorem 2.3, one can conclude (see, for instance Karatzas and Shreve (1988) for 
details) the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.5. The family qf measure P” dejined above is tight in the space 
C(R x [0, oo)), with the metric defined by (2.21). 
Let us now investigate the covariance as E goes to zero. 
Proposition 2.6. The covariance rE(x, t, x’, t’) of the process Z” satisjies 
Iii? rE(X, t, x’, t’) = C5#$(X)&J(x’)(t A t’), (2.22) 
where 
c2 = - f6 ;” &f(y)~2(y)dy. 
co 
Proof. Suppose t < t’. Performing the change of variables (t - s)cey = u in (2.2), 
expressing g in terms of f by (1.6) and then adding and substracting z4b2(y) to 
Ax, Y; 4 we get 
F(X) t, x’, t’) 
ZEC” 
= q%(x)&(x’)EY s s +OOf(X’,y;(t’ - t)&-Y + u) 0 -m $b2(Y) 
3 
--G?(Y) 
4 1 p2(y)dydu 
3 f&K’ +oo 
+ - &(x)4%(x’)EY 
4 s 5 
f[x’,y;(t’ - t)&-Y + u]p2(y)dydu. (2.23) 
0 pm 
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The last integral above converges, as E goes to zero, to the right hand side of (2.22). 
(This follows from a mean ergodic theorem, $18-1 of Gihman and Skorohod (1972)). 
To see that the first integral in (2.23) goes to zero with E, decompose it into two 
integrals: I,, with u integrated from 0 to 1, and Z2, with u from 1 to tCY. Putting the 
integral in I1 in terms of g, it is easy to conclude from (1.3) and Lemma A.9 that I, goes 
to zero with E. For I*, if we put the integrand in terms of g, we see from Proposition 
A.9 that its absolute value is bounded by multiple of p’(y). On the other hand, from 
Lemma A.5 we know that it converges pointwise to zero, as u goes to infinity. The 
dominated convergence theorem yields then the result. 0 
Since the processes are Gaussian, Proposition 2.6 implies that the finite dimensional 
distributions of Z&(x, t) converge to that of &(x) W(t) where W(t) is a Brownian 
motion with E { W(t)]’ = c’t. This, together with Theorem 2.3, implies, by Prohorov’s 
theorem, the following result. 
Theorem 2.7. Let P” be the measure induced by the process &,(x) W(t) in the space 
C(iR x (0, co )), with W(t) a Brownian motion as above. Then, 
Remark. If we define 
(2.24) 
for a the white noise used to define Z,, we have that W(t) is a zero mean Gaussian 
process with E{ W(t) W(s)} = c2(t A s). Then W(t) is a Brownian motion, and we can 
realize both processes (2” and &, W) in the same probability space. Then, if we define 
the difference 
4(x, t) = Z, - 48.4 If’(t)> (2.25) 
the covariance function of d, can be shown to converge to zero (proceeding as in the 
proof of Proposition (2.7)). Also, a result analogous to Theorem 2.3 for d, instead of Z” 
follows directly from Theorem 2.3 and well known properties of Brownian motion. 
Then, as in the proof of Proposition 2.7 we have that 
Q”AQ’> 
E-0 
(2.26) 
where Q” is the measure concentrated on the function identically zero, and Q” is the 
measure Pd; ’ induced by d, in the space C(R x (0, cc )). 
3. Long time estimates 
The purpose of this section is to show that the process u’, at times of the order of .s ‘J 
(with appropriate positive but small y), is still close to the initial configuration 40. 
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Moreover, we shall see that it is an infinitesimal random shift of & plus an 
error. 
For any y E (0, 11, from (1.8) and (1.9) we have f +CC 
(u 
- 
4oY (u 
- 
U&(X, 
t&--q 
- 
&(x) 
= - E-y ss ~!l((f),) + ,,,,,(4 0 ) 0 -30 [ 2 4o13  3 
Let us define 
x(y,ss-Y)~(~,y;(t - s)&-‘)dyds + .&-y)‘2ZE(x,t). (3.1) 
DE(X, t) = &(Y-l)‘*[d(X, t&-Y) - 40(x)]. 
We shall see that if y < :, D” is close to the Gaussian process Z” as E goes to zero. 
More precisely we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. For any given 6, T > 0, and D” as dejned above with y < :, 
P{ II D%, 0 - -WY 0 II co, T > 4 ,-o’ 0 
Proof. Let 6 > 0 be given, and E < 1. Eq. (3.1) in terms of D” reads 
D&(x, t) = _ ~(1 -3Yv V”;‘“+~‘(y,s)]2 1 ~“‘k(~“)e”-“:2[DE(y,S)]3 
xg(x,y;(t - s)&-‘)dyds + Z’(x,t). 
If we Put this last equation in terms of D” - Z”, and use 
1 V”‘(40)/21 D”’ I 6[(D” - Z’)’ + Zz2] and 1 V”“(C#J,)/~\ DE3 I 7[(D” - ZE)3 + ZE3], 
we have 
t 
ss 
+oO 
I(D” - Z&)(x, t)( 5 10~‘~ -3y)‘2 Cl(D” - Z’)(Y, $I2 + ND” - Z’)(y, s)13 
0 -m 
+ IZE(~>412 + IZE(y>4131g(x,y,(t - Wy)dyds. (3.2) 
Let US call N&(X, t) the right hand side of the above inequality, and put t ss +CC A&(X, t) = Cl@” - Z%y,s)12 + IP” - .W(y,4131dx,y,(t - Wy)dyds 0 -CC 
and 
f 
ss 
+CC 
B&(X, t) = Cl(Ze)(~,412 + I(ZE)(y,~)131g(x,y,(t - WY)dyds> 
0 -co 
so 
N&(X, t) = lo&” - 3y)‘2 [A&(x, t) + B&(X, t)] . 
By Proposition A.8, we know that 
A”(x,t)lkt{/lD”-Z”ll2,,,+(D”-Z”113,,,}. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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Then, define, for the given 6 
T’ = inf (t 2 0: /) D” - Z&j/ m,f 2 S} . 
Now, we have 
5 P 
i 
Z’ 5 T, B&(x, ?) 2 $ cC3?- ‘)/’ - kTQ2 + S3) 
f 
< K,~(~~~y)‘~supE - 
t<T 1S.l 
+rO 
Cl-Wy,~)12 + ZE(y>4131dx,y;(~ - WY)dyds 
0 -m 
< ~~~(1 - 3~)/2 
- > (3.5) 
if y < 4 and E is sufficiently small, where Ki and K, are positive constants (that 
depend on 6 and T). The first inequality in (3.5) follows from (3.2), the second one from 
(3.3) and (3.4) the fourth one results of applying Chebysheb’s inequality, and the last 
one from Propositions 2.1 and A.8. Letting F go to zero in (3.3) yields then the desired 
result. 0 
Now, the previous proposition tells us that 
U&(X, ts- ‘) = 4o(x) + .s(l- Y)‘2ZE(x, t) + &Cl - Y)‘2RE(~, t), 
where 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
If we add and substract 4;(x) W(t), where W(t) is the process defined in (2.24) and 
apply Taylor’s formula (o by o in the probability space), we get 
U&(X, t&-Y) = f#Jo(x + &(l -y)‘2 Iv(t)) 
+ 4X)& 1 -‘[ W(t)]2 + d1 -Y)‘2RE(x, t) 
+ &(l -yu2 [Z&(X, t) - q&)(x) W(t)] ) (3.8) 
where [ is something between x and x + E Cl -y)/2 W(t). Then we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. The process u&(x, tCY) satisjes 
U&(X, t&-Y) = &(x + &(I -y)‘2 W(t)) + &(I _Y)Qr,(x, t), 
where W(t) has the law of a Brownian motion, and the rest r,(x, t) satisfies that for any 
given positive K and 6, 
P 
i 
SUP Ir”(x,t)l > 6 E_‘OI 0. 
(tVl.4)2zK i 
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Proof. The result follows from (3.8) after recalling that 46 is a bounded function, by 
well known properties of Brownian motion (3.7) and the Remark after Theorem 2.7, 
after observing that the maximum over a compact of [w x (0, cc ) is a continuous 
function defined in C([w x (0, cc )). Cl 
Appendix 
We shall prove here several results concerning the diffusion l(t), whose infinitesimal 
generator is the right hand side of (1.4). Recall that we have calledf(x, y; t) the density 
of t”(t), where x is the initial position, and thatfis related to the kernel g through (1.6). 
All the results about diffusions that we shall use, in particular those related to ergodic 
theorems, are contained in Chapters 3 and 4 of Gihman and Skorohod (1972). 
Define, for each y,x E [w, the random variable 
r._ = inf{t 2 0; t”(t) = y}, 64.1) 
that is, the time of arrival of r”(t) at y. It is easy to see that it is finite with probability 
one. Moreover, its expectation can be calculated as an exercise from Ito’s formula. We 
do it in case x = 0 in the following lemma, since we shall need the result later. 
Lemma A.l. For any given z E If%, 
ec4”l --- 
24 
Proof. By symmetry, one only has to consider z > 0. Now, define, for 0 < z < b, 
z*[O, b] the exit time of t’(t) from [0, b], 
r’[O, b] = inf { t 2 0: r’(t) $ (0, b)} 
Now, it is known that the function u(z) =: E {r’[O, b] 1 satisfies the equation 
1 
z vu + $ d = - 1, u(0) = o(b) = 0. 0 
(See for instance Gihman and Skorohod $15, Theorem 2.) This equation can be solved, 
giving 
calculating the integrals (recall that &(x) = (chx))‘), and taking limit b + co the 
lemma follows. 0 
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Lemma A.2. If F is any bounded measurable function, 
for some positive constants A and B. 
Proof. Since d#:(y)dy is invariant for <, 
-; $b2(y) 
1 
F(y)dyds 
=_:joTj;:F(~)j': (f(x>y,s) -f(z,~,~))~g~(z)dzdq'ds 
(A.9 
64.3) 
Consider now rZ,O and r’,,O as defined in (A.l). 
s T s rx. 0 E F[[“(s)] ds = E F[c?(s)] ds + E I T+rx.c F C5Wl ds 0 0 TX,0 
s 
T+rr.o 
-E F C4Wl ds. 
T 
Doing the same for z, and recalling that from the strong Markov property of t(s), 
we have that Vy E R, E~,~~OrY~“F(~Y(s)) = EjtF(t’(s))ds, we obtain 
E 
s 
oT~l.lCx~s)l - FC5”(411ds I 4/lF/l,CE{r,,o} + E{Lo)I, 
and (A.2) follows from (A.3) and Lemma A.1 recalling that 4;‘(z) = (coshz))4. 0 
Lemma A.3. If F is any bounded measurable function, x E R and h I 1 
Cf(x + h,y;s) -fb,y;s)lJ’(y)dyds I ;h, 
where K is a positive constant, which does not depend on x. 
Proof. Suppose x 2 0, and consider z,+,,~ as defined in (A.l). 
Proceeding as in the previous lemma, we can write 
1 T +m 
To -cc ss [f(x+h,y:s)-f(x,y;~)lF(y)dyds~~lIFll,E{~,+~,~}. 
(A.4) 
By the shape of the drift, one sees that 
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and, by Lemma A.l, 
E{z~,~} = h + 3[1 - e-2h] + &[l - em4h] I hy., 
so we get (A.4), for x 2 0. If x I 0, interchange the roles of x and x + 
case, to obtain the general result. 0 
Proposition A.4 There exist positive constants k, and k2 such that 
h in the previous 
fe-’ tm 
E’ s s 0 -m s(x,y;s) - S;(+#&(Y~ 1 2p2(y)dy I EY(k,ixI + k,), 
for suficiently small e. 
Proof. From the symmetry of g, and recalling (1.6), we have 
cdx>Y;s) - a#aX)4b(Y)12 =f(Y>x;s)Cf(x,Y;s) - gJ%vY)l 
- $#aYKf(YAS) - g&YX)l~ 
The integral of the last term in the right hand side above with respect to y is zero, since 
$4:(y) is invariant for the process 5. Hence, 
I&_’ +m 
EY 
s s 0 mm [ 
g(x>y;s) -$%(x)90(~) 1 
2 
p’(Y)dyds 
Now, by the ChapmanKolmogorov identity, we can write 
s +a, J(y>x;s)f(x,y;s)dy =f(x,x,2s) = s +mWW(x,y,2~ - l)dy, (A.6) -cc 
where the first equality is valid for any s > 0, and the second one for s > +. Using the 
invariance of 4; and the first equality in (A.6), we have 
~~ol’z~~~f(~~x~s~[f~x~i~~~-~~~~y)]dyd~/ 
Is 
l/2 
= o f(x,x;2s)ds - 91 
s 
i/Z 
I g(x, x, 2s) ds + 1 I e2 
s 
“’ ds 
~ 
0 0 &s+1s6, 
(A.71 
where we have used (1.3) to estimate g. 
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To estimate the second term on the right hand side of (A.$ use the second equality 
in (A.6) and the invariance of i$f(y)dy to write 
EY 21LC_ 1 =-s I +m 20 -m .OY> xi 1) Cfk Y; 4 - &(Y)I dy du. (A.@ 
Now, by (1.6) and (1.3), 
fly, x; 1) I e2 e-(y-x)2’2 dm) < e2 e~(x-y)~/2e-21x~(e21yI + 1) < 20 
fi MY) - fi 
- 9 (A.9) 
that is, f(y,x; 1) is bounded as a function of z, uniformly in x. By Lemma A.2, we 
conclude then that (A.8) is bounded by sY(cOJx( + cr), with cc, and cr positive con- 
stants, which, together with (A.5) and (A.7) concludes the proof. 0 
Lemma A.5. The density f (x, y; t) dejined in (1.5) satisfies, for any jixed x, 
fi$(x,y;t) = ;d&?Y). 
Proof. Take x E R. By the Chapman-Kolmogorov identity, 
f(x, y; t) = 
j 
+af(x,z;t - l)f(z,y; l)dz, Vy. 
-‘X 
Since i&d’ is the density of the invariant measure for &, an ergodic theorem ($1.8-3 
of Gihman and Skorohod (1972)) guarantees 
for any bounded continuous cp. But, as shown in (A.9) f(z, y; 1) is bounded and 
continuous as a function of z. Then, 
“IkY~o- +Oa s 3 3 f(z,y, W4b2Wz = -4b2(yL *+m ecu 4 4 
and the lemma follows. 0 
Lemma Ah. The partial derivatives with respect to t and x of the function 
k(x, y; t) = E(exp - {Sb V”[&(B(s))] ds} 1 B(t) = y} satisfy 
(9 sup l&k(x,y;t)l I 187, 
t<2;x,yeFu 
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(ii) l4&~y,t)l I Wx,y,Nl + 1x1 + IY - xl), 
(iii) sup ld,kb,y;t)l 5 150. 
f<z;x,yEw 
Proof. The conditional expectation that defines the function k can be written in terms 
of a Brownian bridge r(t). (This is standard. A proof is given in $13, Lemma 2 of 
Gihman and Skorohod (1972)) It results 
k(x,y;t) = E{exp - [rj: v”C&,(x + J;rl(s) + 4~ - x))l ds II 3 (A. 10) 
where n(s) can be defined to be q(s) = W(s) - SW(~), s I 1, for W(s) a standard 
Brownian motion with W(0) = 0. 
Putting I”“(&) = 6&,, formal differentiation of (A.lO) yields 
i [I 
’ atk(x, y; t) = E exp - t V”[4 +0(x + ,,/‘$s) + s(y - x))] ds 
0 1 
1 X 
s 
-{~“C40b + Jh(4 + 4Y - 41 
0 
+ 3Jt~(s)+o&,Cx + 4?(s) + S(Y - x)1 1 ds 
I 
. (A.ll) 
Recalling that 4o(x) = tanh x, (1 V”(40) /( m I 2, and II qboc& IIm I 1, the right hand side 
of (A.ll) is easily seen to be bounded by e2’[2 + 34EJh Iv(s)1 ds] I e2’[2 + 341. 
Hence, (A. 11) is valid and (i) follows. 
Differentiation of (A.lO) with respect to x and similar reasoning yields (iii). 
To prove the second assertion, observe that, for any s E [O, 11, 
IJhMo4bCx + J&(s) + 4Y - XIII 
2 suPlz4oWb(4 + ICX + NY - 41406JCx + x/hs) + 4Y - 411 zeR 
5 1 + Ix + s(y - x)l 
therefore, from (A.1 1) 
l4k(x,~;t)l I Wx,y;O + 3 1 + lx + s(y - x)lds k(x,y;t), 
and (ii) follows. q 
As a consequence of the previous proposition and of formula (1.2) for g we have the 
following corollary. 
Corollary A.7. The partial derivative d,g satisjes 
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Proposition A.8 The kernel g(x, y; t) satisjes 
s +m sup g(x,y;t)dy= k< cc. xeR,t>O -cc 
Proof. By (1.6) and (1.5), 
s + m g(x,y; t)dy = q%(x) s + mf(x, Yi t) -m _a, m dy = &WE” 0 (A.12) 
We shall estimate this last expectation 
symmetry. 
in case x 2 0; the other case follows easily by 
= E”{cosh2(~(t))} 
< f P”{cosh2(@)) 2 H} 
n=O 
[&/4] + 10 
= “go 
5 [e2”/4] + 10 + f P”{l5(0 2 In2&), (A.13) 
[&“/4]+ 11 
where [w] denotes the integer part of w. To estimate this last probability, observe that, 
for any a > x 
P”{l@)l 2 a} = P”{l5@)l 2 a;Tx,O < L,,} + P{lQt)l 2 a,z,,o >~X,,J 
I P”{lt(t)l 2 ~,~,,o < tx,,) + P{L,o > ~X+?>T 
where z,,~ was defined in (A.l). But, by Corollary 3, $15 of Gihman and Skorohod, 
PiL.0 
Si[&,(y)]‘dy 3/8x + 1/4sinh2x + 1/32sinh4x I K e4X 
’ 5X.a) = ~;[$(Y)]2 dy = 3/8a + 1/4sinh2a + 1/32sinh4a 1 e4a -1’ 
(A.14) 
where K1 is a positive constant. 
On the other hand, 
= s ‘P’ilT(t - 41 > +Q(s), 0 (A.15) 
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where F,,,(s) is the distribution function of T~,~. But, by monotonocity of the 
measures induced by c’(t), if T > t, we have that, for any given a, 
P0{15(Ql >a> IP0{15(T)I >a), 
what yields, taking T+ m , 
P”{l<(Ol > a> I s &(y)dy I KzeC4’, IYl’a 
where K2 is a positive constant. 
Then, we have that the right hand side of (A.15) is bounded by K2e 4a, which, 
together with (A.14) permits to estimate (A.13), putting a = In 2&. We obtain 
’ Ce2”‘43 + lo + n=[e2X,41+11 
e41 K2 
n2 - 1 + 7 ’ 
and, by (A.12), the lemma follows. 0 
Finally, let us prove a result concerning the behaviour of g away 
(A.16) 
from zero. 
Lemma A.9. For any given positive to, the kernel g(x, y; t) given by (1.2) satisjies 
sup{g(x,y;t): t 2 to, x,y E R} < co . 
Proof. From (1.2), it follows that for any positive fixed t, g(x, y; t) has a maximum at 
x = y = 0. Next, observe that from (1.6), g(O,O; t) =_f(O,O; t), the density defined by 
(1.3), evaluated at point 0. The diffusion 5 has a drift towards the origin given by 
&/&, = - 2tgh, so, 
f(0, 0; t) < h(0, 0; t) > 
where h(0, y; t) is the density of one dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process U(t) 
given by 
dU(t) = - 2U(t)dt + dB(t), 
U(0) = 0. 
But 
e-Yz12a 
h(0, y; t) = ~ 
J5G’ 
with c = !._I$? 
(the calculation can be found in Feller (1981)), and the lemma follows. q 
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